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Join Rif the Fox and his companions Okk and Eeah on the adventure of your life! Inherit the Earth will transport you to a world
of beauty and intrigue... Earth! The Orb of 5d3b920ae0
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H!, you like adventures, here is one , a bit childish fantasy world surrounds from the very start all this animals in colourfull
clothes, but dont be fooled ,you will be thrown in a futuristic animalpunk mystery wich leaves more questions behind. DONT
PASS. If you like more smoother picture and use scaler like advmame2x , you can run this game through ScummVM wich have
very friendly interface.. Every furry should play this game. Nice characters and interesting story. Runs flawless with win 10..
Has foxes, must buy!. I LOVE THIS GAME!!!! I use to own it on CD rom when it was on Win95. I was really young and I think
it reminded me of RobinHood. Eventually I grew up and I found it on Steam! It was truly before its time. the story is wonderful
and very mysterious. if you like puzzles this game is for you. if you are a furry, this game is for you. this game is so good!!! also
if you love pixel art.this game has it. the whole game is pixels and old school. i just cant get enough of it.. One of less known
adventure games set in a lush world reminiscent of Brian Jacques Redwall series, Inhrerit the Earth offers a classic point&click
tale to enjoy with your pre-teen kids. A rich story is interwoven with light humor and puzzles that are not too dificult yet feel
rewarding to complete. The only weakness of the game are the maze puzzles, which require you to draw up a map while
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navigating throughout a given maze of corridors. While this is not an uncommon feature to use in the early 90's adventure and
rpg games, these puzzles serve to extend the playtime rather than enjoyment.. A very simple yet fun point and click adventure
game. With the cast being composed of only anthropomorphic animals, it's quite unique. Also has decent humor and a properly
themed MIDI soundtrack. Only downside is that this game has little to no replay value 8.3/10 will wait for a sequel. Feel.
indifferent about this, sadly. The story is good, but a bit short than you expected. It strongly felt there was more to the story to
come but ended. rapidly, very. There's a massive plot hole in the story along with a few spots of it. It does have good humor
though. especially with the classic "who's on first" skit. The puzzles had me a bit confused and there were times I felt lost when
exploring inside buildings. Thankfully via steam there's an adventure's guide that gives you a diagram of the places you go and a
map to areas that require navigation in the game's folder. Despite my hours shown, at times I found myself wondering around
what to do to the point I would take a break. but you'll see how short the game is when you do a second playthrough. I'd wait for
this game to be on sale than $6. maybe $3 at most. Overall it's a good game and slow pacing since it's old school adventure. -----
Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group: BluePaw's Underrated Games List Join and/or
follow if you wish.. Inherit the Earth is an old 90's click adventure set in a world where anthromorphic animals inhabit the land
and the humans mysteriously disappeared. You play as Rif of the Fox Tribe to help him clear his name and save his girlfriend.
Positives: The game is pretty forgiving for new comers Good plot Easy controls to pick up quickly (though, you would hope so
with a click-adventure) Good atmosphere Quite Enjoyable Little jokes and comments that you just have to smile at (even if it's
just a little) Negatives: You can skip triggers for certain events which can leave you gaps in the plot (in the third section I was
being too sneaky and missed a trigger event. Thankfully, my last save was right where I needed to be in order to get it right.)
Small question about the plot in the beginning I mean, come on. You can't just look at someone and just say, "What if he's
guilty? You are under arrest by our king because our rivals accused you!" Also, the ending did not fully satisfy me personally. I
actually got so into exploring the human's ruins, that I forgot I was there for the orb of storms and was surprised to realize the
bed in the underwater room at the dam was recently used. Seriously, though, I want to know just why the humans are gone.
Overall, it is quite an enjoyable game, especially if you're into fantasy or anthromorphic animals. However, if you are to guide
the fox, you must think like the fox. Be clever, and you might just complete your quest.. Classic point-and-click adventure game
with everything you'd expect from a game made in the mid-90s: puzzles, nice sense of humour, talking animals (for the child
that lives in you. or furry fellas in general!) and, what is in my opinion one of the best features of this game, fantastic voice
acting. The game looks and feels like something out of a Disney movie, presenting a sweet cute storyline with charming
characters from the very first scene. As a 90s point-and-click game, expect lots of exploration and puzzle-solving that will
require good amounts of trial and error - or just a keen eye. There's definitely no hand-holding, so don't be afraid to pick up a
piece of paper and draw a map of the dungeons, if you need, or refer to the web as a last resort. The only negative aspects of the
game are the length and lack of replay value, since there's not much outside the main storyline and once you get to the end your
next playthrough will take minutes. Also, the game was planned to have a sequel that never came, but the authors stayed true to
their work and published a webcomic, which you can read for free on the internet. The comic sheds a different light on some
events of the game and adds a plethora of new characters and adventures. The art is definitely not a strong point, but the world
of Inherit the Earth is just too sweet and interesting, so I keep coming back to that comic. It's worth mentioning that the comic
is still being published as I write this review! All in all, I'd recommend this game to anyone who enjoys the 90s feeling of point-
and-click adventures and is looking for a laidback experience.
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